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Righteous rest
When it’s time to shuffle off this
mortal coil, the question of what to do
with the leftovers has changed drastically over the years with cremation not
only gaining acceptance but winning
prominence as land resources evaporate
and funeral costs escalate. Bikers Urn is
a creation from a German company and
uses an actual Harley-Davidson Twin
Cam aluminum cylinder as the final
holding chamber for your beloved. The
cylinder is black with polished fin edges
and uses a hand-picked, sanded, oiled
and polished American walnut base and
a similar lid along with stainless hardware and NBR 70 O-ring seals to make
certain the ol’ man doesn’t accidentally get scattered about the backyard during
the next house party. Order processing time runs 4–6 weeks and the 1,850 euros
price tag (approximately $2,029 US) includes shipping.

Bikers Urn +49 (0) 172.3088700 bikers-urn.com

Peg board
Plenty of riders prefer the comfort of floorboards. The recently-developed
Cruiser Pegs by BadJack Machine now allow even greater versatility and comfort
for bikes equipped with Harley-Davidson rectangular, half-moon or swept wingstyle footboards. Machined from aircraft-grade aluminum, these little gems grip
the perimeter edge of your floorboard, providing a comfortable perch for your
boot heel and allowing
the rider the benefit
of highway pegs even
in the absence of an
engine guard. (No drilling or modifications
of any type to your
OEM footboards are
required.) Additionally,
since the Cruiser
Pegs can be located
anywhere along the
floorboard outer edge,
riders of shorter stature
can mount them closer,
allowing for easy reach.
A pair will cost you
$75, which includes all
mounting hardware.

BadJack Machine 844.422.3522 badjackmachine.com
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Jiffy assist
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Not all motorcycles (or riders) are created equal. And there’s not anything
much more frustrating than fumbling for a errant kickstand, especially as you pull
into your favorite watering hole or while trying to park in the dark after a long
day’s ride. Drag Specialties hopes to ease that frustration a bit with the introduction of their new
Easy Find Kickstand
Extensions for 2007–’15
FXD, FXDWG, FLHT,
FLHR, FLHX and FLTR
models. Coming in
either chrome or black,
the Extension carries a
retail price of $25.95
with some minor drilling
required for installation.
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Drag Specialties dragspecialties.com

Pannier expansion
Providing more statement than capacity, the new 4” Extended OEM-Style
Saddlebags by Drag Specialties are available for 2014–’15 FLHT, FLHR, FLHX
and FLTRX Harley models.
Constructed from the same
material as the stock bag,
the bottom sections offer
a 4" vertical extension that
runs the length of the bag
with sculpted cutouts that
provide clearance for use with
dual exhaust. They accept OEM
or aftermarket lids and hardware
and are designed for easy painting.
Available in both left- and right-hand
versions (natch), each side will run
you $429.95.

Drag Specialties dragspecialties.com

Easy access
Keeping a passenger comfortable is a goal made a lot more convenient with
Harley’s new Backrest Organizer. Designed to fit over the operator’s back support, the Organizer offers convenient storage with two zippered pockets and a
mesh pouch with space for a water
bottle, cell phone, keys, sunscreen and lip balm, all well
within the passenger’s access.
Side laces make certain the unit
stays in place while a seamless smooth vinyl face ensures
operator comfort. Selling for
$109.95, the Organizer fits
2009–later Touring and Trike
models equipped with an H-D
accessory rider backrest or
the Signature Series
Solo Seat.
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